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Abstract--This paper provides a general description of 
the Multi Sensor Data Fusion concept, along with a new 
classification of currently used sensor fusion techniques 
Cor Unmanned Underwater Vehicles (rrvv). Unlike 
previous proposals that focus the classification on the 
sensors involved in the fusion, we propose a synthetic 
approach that is focused on the techniques involved in 
the fusion and their applications in ULIV navigation. 
We believe that our approach is better oriented 
towards the development of sensor fusion systems, since 
a sensor fusion architecture should be first of all 
focused on its goals and then on the fused sensors. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, when the mobile robots are used in a 
growing number of applications, the concept of robot 
navigation has been given a lot of attention. The term of 
navigation is quite generic (see Figure l), since it includes 
aspects such as sensing, mapping, localization, planning, 
control, etc. In the case of exploratory missions, navigation 
becomes a difficult task, since there is no a-priori 
information of the environment where the mission takes 
place. This is the case of Unmanned Underwater Vehicles 
(mnr). In our previous work, the UUV was limited to 
navigate in structured environments [I] or survey small 
areas of the ocean floor 121 [3]. However, as U W s  
normally cany out missions in wide, unstructured and 
highly dynamic environments, a reliable and "intelligent" 
navigation system is required. 
A significant part of a robot navigation system is 
represented by the sensors carried by the robot. In the 
context of underwater navigation, a variety of sensors have 
been developed in the last years. The underwater 
navigation sensors can be classified in 5 general 
categories: GPS, Acoustic, Dead-Reckoning, Vision and 
Range-finders. The sensors of the first category, GPS 
based systems [4] offer a good navigation solution due to 
the absolute positioning capabilities. The drawback of this 
type of sensors is the necessity of the robot to rise to 
shallow depths in order to communicate with the satellite, 
being this a time and energy consuming task. On the other 
hand, acoustic systems [5 ]  [6] [7] rely on extemal sound 
emitting beacons in order to triangulate its position. While 
precise, navigation based on this type of sensors is costly 
and limits the mission space to the area covered by the 
beacons. 
Dead reckoning systems estimate the position of the 
UUV with respect to an initial point by measuring linear 
and angular velocities and/or accelerations (i.e. Inertial 
Navigation Systems, Doppler Velocity Logs etc.). Using 
this type of sensors offers a practical and inexpensive 
navigation method. Nevertheless, these sensors accumulate 
drifts over time since position errors tend to increase with 
each new measurement. Vision systems [SI allow the UUV 
to position itself with respect to the ocean floor by means 
of analyzing sequences of images provided by a down- 
looking camera. This approach follows the same principles 
as dead-reckoning techniques, with the addition of offering 
support for mapping applications. Finally, range-finder 
systems are usually used to provide supplementary data as 
the UUV cannot rely solely on them to navigate. The 
typical applications of these sensors are obstacle avoidance 
and local mapping. 
Nevertheless, a reliable navigation system employs a 
sensor fusion module that improves the UUV state 
estimation by processing and merging the available 
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sensory data. Section I1 overviews the sensor fusion 
principles. A new classification of sensor fusion techniques 
is proposed in section 111. The classification is mainly 
oriented towards the goals that may be achieved using 
different fusion techniques (mapping, robot behaviour 
control, etc.). The paper concludes by offering a 
comparison among the discussed sensor fusion techniques. 
11. MULTI SENSOR DATA FUSION (MSDF) 
Multisensor integration can be defined as the 
synergistic use of the information provided by multiple 
sensory devices to assist the accomplishment of a task by a 
system [9]. 
Practically, multisensor fusion refers to any stage in the 
integration process where there is an actual combination 
(or fusion) of different sources of sensory information into 
one representational format. Explicitly, MSDF systems can 
fuse information from complementary sensors, redundant 
sensors or even from a single sensor over a period of time. 
The fusion of sensor data provides a series of 
advantages in the context of UW navigation: uncertainty 
can be reduced, noise can he rejected, sensor failure can be 
tolerated, resolution can be increased and the coverage of 
the sensors can be extended. 
Depending on sensors and the goals of the MSDF, the 
sensor fusion can take place at different levels. Luo et al. 
[IO] divide the MSDF into four levels: signal, pixel, 
feature and symbol. Signal level furion decreases the 
covariance of the sensory data. Pixel-level fusion is 
intended to increase the information content associated to 
each pixel of an image. Feature-level fusion combines 
features derived from signals or images into meaningful 
representations or more reliable features. Symbol-level 
firsion allows the information to be fused at the highest 
level of abstraction and it is usually used in decision-based 
systems. 
In practice, using similar sensors, it is sufficient to 
apply only one level of fusion. In more complex cases, 
when different groups of sensors are involved, each group 
is fused at a lower level, and the sensory data coming from 
different groups is fused at a higher level into one 
representational format. There are other cases, for instance 
when the fusion is behaviour-oriented, where the data 
coming from one sensor is fused at different levels, 
depending on the complexity of the behaviour. The levels 
involved in a fusion system and how are they organized 
define the type of data fusion architecture. 
Hall ef al. [I l l  define three types of MSDF 
architectures: centralized, autonomous and hybrid 
architectures. Centralized architectures deal with the 
fusion of raw observational data. Each of the sensorial 
information is aligned separately, transforming the units 
and coordinates of the sensor into the internal 
representation of the system. The data are then correlated 
to determine which sensorial information belongs to 
specific features of the environment. In autonomous 
architectures are distibuted architectures, in which each 
sensor performs like a single-source state estimator. These 
estimates of position, velocity or acceleration are then 
joined together by means of a fusion system in order to 
achieve single state vector estimation. Finally, hybrid 
architectures combine data level fusion with state vector 
fusion. Therefore, each sensor can he either fused at data 
level or at vector level, depending on the demands of the 
system. 
111. A CLASSIFICATION OF MSDF TECHNIQUES 
This section outlines the most currently used MSDF 
techniques by discussing 3 series of proposals of sensor 
fusion-based navigation systems. The techniques have 
been classified into four main categories, based on the 
applications of the sensor fusion techniques: filtering and 
estimation, mapping-oriented, behaviour-oriented and 
machine leaming. 
The most basic MSDF systems are based on filtering 
and estimation techniques. Their purpose is usually limited 
to the estimation of the state of the vehicle. On the other 
hand, in cases of more complex navigation system, 
mapping-oriented techniques are more suited as they allow 
the fusion of sensory data at feature level, thus giving 
support for a more synthetic “understanding” of the 
environment. 
Behaviour-oriented fusion systems are appropriate for 
instance for hgh-complexity missions, where it is more 
convenient to model the conduct of the vehicle as an 
interacting set of sub-tasks. Each of the suh-tasks is 
determined by one or more (fused) sensors and all the suh- 
tasks are fused together determining the overall vehicle 
behaviour. 
Finally, machine-learning are implemented for 
complex navigation architectures, where manual modelling 
of the components becomes a difficult task. 
A. Filtering and estimation 
McGhee et al. [12] describe a navigation system 
employed by the Phoenix A W  using inertial and DGPS 
sensors. The sensory data is fused by means of a 9- state 
Kalman filter. The Kalman filter can be divided into seven 
continuous time states (three Euler angles, two horizontal 
velocities and two horizontal positions) and two discrete 
time states derived from the DGPS fixes. The main 
problem in the employed Kalman filter consists in the need 
of tuning the filter in order to avoid divergence. Doyle and 
Hams [13], Kobayashi er al. [I41 and McGinnity and Irwin 
[I51 propose a solution to this problem by using artificial 
intelligence techniques to overcome this problem. 
Rendas et al. [16] propose a Kalman filter based fusion 
system. The sensory data is fused into variable dimension 
state vector. When there is no detectable acceleration, the 
system uses a model with uniform motion and linear 
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velocity. When there is detectable acceleration, the system 
increases the system state vector in order to include the 
accelerations. The system fuses the data from an LBL 
positioning system and a dead reckoning system at signal 
level. When the A W  navigates within the area covered by 
the transponders, it positions itself using the LBL system. 
When outside the range of the transponders, the vehicle 
uses a combination of DVL, sonar and depth sensors for 
autonomous navigation. Practically, the A W  monitors the 
acoustic signals from beacons and when they become too 
weak, it automatically enters in dead reckoning navigation 
mode. When the vehicle is again able to receive the signals 
from the transponders, it switches back to LBL navigation. 
This proposal offers a good solution for A W  navigation 
since it combines the advantages of LBL and dead 
reckoning systems. Other authors also proposed the use 
Kalman based MSDF with variable size vectors. Drolet ef 
al. [I71 propose a sensor fusion algorithm that uses a bank 
of Kalman filters to represent different combinations of 
sensors. A model selection process selects the appropriate 
filters that represent the real system. This type of 
architecture offers tolerance to sensor failure and also 
offers the possibility of online-switching between different 
configurations of sensors depending on the A W  needs. 
Another important advantage of this approach is 
represented by the possibility to use asynchronous input 
from different sensors by switching between filters 
depending on the data availability. 
Niwa et al. [I81 also propose a Kalman based MSDF 
that accepts asynchronous input from sensors. The 
architecture consists in a vision sensor and an INS. As the 
vision sensor has lower data rate than the INS sensor, a 
Multi Rate Kalman Filter (MRKF) is employed to 
overcome this problem. When information is available 
from both sensors, the MRKF functions as a normal 
Kalman filter to estimate the state of the A W .  When only 
information from the INS is available, the filter assumes 
that the data from the vision sensor bas infinite variance, 
forcing the filter to estimate the state of the A W  relying 
only on the INS data. This approach claims to he more 
flexible, also offering support to sensor failure tolerance. 
When a sensor is detected as defective, its variance is set to 
infinite, thus eliminating the erroneous data from the 
fusion process. 
Zohdy er al. [I91 propose a MSDF system that detects 
and eliminates erroneous sensory information when using 
multiple redundant sensors. The sensor is done by means 
of a band pass filter (BPF). The system creates a vector of 
the weighted averages of the sensor measurements. The 
band pass limits are chosen to he +0.3 the deviation of the 
vector. If a sensor measurement lies outside the limits of 
the BPF, it is eliminated from the fusion process. As this 
method presents a simple and efficient way to tolerate 
sensor failures, it can prove to be expensive due to the 
necessity of multiple redundant sensors. 
B. Mapping-oriented 
In the context of Simultaneous Localization and Map 
Building (SLAM), most of the navigation architechues 
fuse the sensory information at feature level by projecting 
the features extracted from each of the sensor into a 
common state-space, referred to as map. 
The main problem imposed by the SLAM navigation is 
the association between features extracted from different 
sensory sources (sensor alignment). This problem resides 
in different sensor properties, for example a vision sensor 
has good x, y and angular resolution but provides no depth 
information; in contrast a sonar provides good depth 
information hut has poor angular resolution. In order to 
overcome this problem, Neira et al. [20] propose the use of 
SPmodel, a probabilistic model to represent geometric 
environmental information. In this work, each geometric 
feature has a reference associated to it. The location of 
each feature reference with respect to the base reference is 
given by a vector transformation that in case of a 2D map 
is composed by two Cartesian coordinates and an angle. 
Using this type of representation, a series of geometric 
associations among features is defined. In order to define 
the uncertainly in the location of a feature, a differential 
location vector is associated to the location vector. The 
vehicle navigation is done by means of specialized version 
of the extended Kalman filter that supports the SPmodel, 
referred to as the Spfilter. 
Wei et al. 1211 use an omnidirectional camera in 
conjunction with a ring of sonars for robot navigation. The 
system creates two parallel maps by projecting the 
information from each of the sensors into two different 
state-spaces. The two maps are then fused together to 
obtain a high-resolution occupancy grid representing the 
navigation environment. 
A different approach was proposed by Majumder et al. 
[22] [23] [24]. They propose a multi-layered data fusion 
scheme to combine the information from sonar and 
undenvater cameras into a complete environment map. All 
sensor infomation is projected into a common state-space 
before the extraction of seabed features. The feature 
extraction and subsequent processing is based on a 
combined description of the environment. Majumder et a/. 
demonstrate that this approach is better then extracting the 
features from each of the sensors followed by fusion. In 
this work, two fusion approaches are discussed extended 
Kalman filter (EKF) and Bayesian. The Bayesian approach 
is preferred as the EKF approach imposes two main 
problems: the difficulty of modelling natural environment 
features in a form accepted by the EKF and the fragility of 
the EKF when faced to incorrect associations of different 
observations. 
An interesting proposal of an architecture suited for 
missions that involve manipulation tasks was made by 
Chantler et a/. (251. The system fuses information from 
sonar and laser triangulation devices, producing 
probabilistic 3D occupancy information only. The fusion 
architecture employs three main modules: the probabilistic 
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sensor fusion module, the sensor error module and the 
interpretation control module. The output of each sensor 
undergoes some form of interpretation before being 
incorporated by the probabilistic sensor fusion module into 
a probabilistic volumetric model. The sensor error module 
defmes how the raw sensor data is transformed into a 
standard probabilistic representation. The role of the 
interpretation control module is to expedite the 
interpretation of as requested by the planner levels in AUV 
architecture. Although simple and efficient, this 
architecture is not appropriate for large area navigation due 
to the lack of extraction of specific features of the 
environment. 
Bison et al. [26] use a logical approach in the context 
of mapping and data fusion. Based on Possibilistic Logic 
[27], a descriptive language was developed that represent 
Dubois and Pmde [28] [29] method of data fusion. The 
system uses a top-down segmentation system in order to 
classify the entities present in the environment using the 
information from each sensor. The sensory information is 
fused at symbol level using logic sentences. 
C. Behavior-oriented 
Unlike the classic Sensing-Modelling-Planning-Action 
navigation approach, the behavior-based approach consists 
of individual modules, each of them responsible for one 
behavior to be performed by the entire system [30] [31]. A 
module determines the specific behaviour by fusing 
information from one or more Sensors connected to it. One 
sensor can be connected to one or more modules, thus 
influencing one or more behaviours [32]. The overall 
behaviour of the system is computed by fusing the specific 
behaviours. 
Behaviour-based architectures usually employ two 
layers of sensor fusion: (1) module-layer sensor fusion 
where the sensory information is fused at signal, pixel or 
feature level and (ii) global-layer sensor fusion, where the 
sensorial information is indirectly fused by merging the 
specific behaviours at symbol level (i.e. obstacle 
avoidance, target tracking, trapping avoidance behaviours 
are fused, in order to determine the overall behaviour of 
the vehicle). 
Kweon et al. [33] propose the use of three levels of 
behaviours for robot navigation: reflexive, adaptive and 
purposive level. All of the behaviours act as force vectors, 
which composed together determine the desired trajectory 
of the robot. 
In the first case, the reflexive level integrates range 
measurement sensors, being responsible for obstacle 
avoidance. To ensure the safety of the vehicle, the response 
of the reflexive level has to be immediate. In order to do 
this, no planning or other high-level sensorial information 
processing is done. The output of this level is simply range 
forces from nearby obstacles acting as repulsive forces on 
the robot. 
On the other hand, the adaptive level includes a series 
of different exploring behaviours: open-space explorer, 
free-space explorer, obstacle follower and so on. At this 
level a wide range of sensors are fused, usually at feature 
level, resulting in new information that helps to improve 
the world model from both qualitative and quantitative 
points of view. The forces generated at this level push the 
robot towards new and unexplored regions in the 
environment. Finally, the purposive level drives the robot 
towards the accomplishment of the mission. It fuses 
sensory information regarding target (objective) searching 
and tracking. 
Behaviour-based architectures offer the advantage of 
decomposing the complex AUV navigation problem into 
components where specific fusion and estimation 
techniques can be used. 
D. Machine learning techniques 
In the context of complex and dynamic MSDF 
techniques, especially when different types of sensors are 
involved, traditional data association methods are difficult 
to implement. A series of authors have proposed systems 
that have the ability to construct their own rules for data 
association and fusion (referred to as Machine Learning 
Techniques). These techniques include: neural networks 
[34], support vector machines [35], neural networks, etc. 
Among the machine learning techniques, the most widely 
adopted is the use of neural networks (NN) due to their 
high learning and adaptability capabilities. 
Though, NN suffer from an important drawback they 
need extensively long training time. Many alternatives 
have been proposed in order to optimize the training 
process while maintaining the qualities of the NN (i.e. 
localized receptive fields [36], radial basis function [37]). 
Bailey et al. [34] propose the use of a NN based MSDF 
system where the fusion is done at two levels: data level 
and decision level (also called symbol level). Redundant 
sensory information is fused at data level by means of a 
Gabor filter. The data level fusion is done in two stages: 
(1) computation of Gabor coefficients using a three layered 
adaptive network and (2) classifying the filter 
correspondences. Complementary sensory information is 
fused at decision level by comparing the network outputs 
from each sensor using logical reasoning, which is 
learnable in neural networks by supervised learning. A 
feed forward network with BP learning was employed to 
learn to fuse the decisions. 
The association problem when fusing information 
provided from two unequal data-rate sensors (an INS and a 
Scene Matching Guidance system) was outlined by Jiang 
et al. [38]. The solution proposed by the authors involves 
the use of a Hopfield neural network (HNN). The optimal 
fusion is obtained by minimizing the energy function of the 
HNN. 
Mukai et al. [39] use a polynomial learning method in 
order to overcome the data association problem between 
two sensors: a vision sensor and an acoustic positioning 
system. The authors describe the data association problem 
as being a result of sensor data contradiction due to 
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difference in view points, aberration of lenses and 
distortion of sensor coordinates. In order to deal with this 
problem, a mapping from one sensor to the other is 
defined. The shape of the mapping is defmed by a set of 
Legendre polynomials, whom parameters can be adjusted 
by learning. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
The paper provides a new and more generic 
classification of the sensor fusion techniques, transparent 
to the sensor types involved in the MSDF. 
Table 1 provides the main characteristics of the MSDF 
techniques presented in previous chapter. The fusion 
techniques are organized in the table, from the most basic 
to the most advanced. 
More advanced MSDF techniques fuse the sensory data 
at higher level of abstraction, allowing the modelling of 
more complex environments. More basic fusion techniques 
require more precise sensory information (i.e. noise 
covariances), there are cases where this is a difficult task 
due to the complexity of the sensors. Another problem 
imposed by the basic MSDF techniques is the data 
alignment (sensor registration) problem. In the case of 
more advanced MSDF techniques this problem becomes 
less restrictive, as the data is fused at a more abstract level. 
The overall conclusion that can be drawn is that when 
developing a sensor fusion system there are two main 
issues that have to be taken into account: ( i )  the goal of the 
fusion (the improvement brought by a specific technique) 
and (ii) the constrains imposed by the sensors (sensors 
involved in the fusion, sensory data model etc.) 
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